die Zahlen von eins bis zwölf

1. eins ___________
2. zwei ___________
3. drei ___________
4. vier ___________
5. fünf ___________
6. sechs___________
7. sieben___________
8. acht ___________
9. neun ___________
10. zehn ___________
11. elf ___________
12. zwölf ___________
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die Zahlen von eins bis zwölf

1. ___________
2. ___________
3. ___________
4. ___________
5. ___________
6. ___________
7. ___________
8. ___________
9. ___________
10. ___________
11. ___________
12. ___________

sechs zwei elf vier fünf sieben acht
zehn zwölf eins neun drei
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I have found it difficult to find good German materials and curriculum for kids. Early on we used a lot of
free German worksheets and materials, but then at a certain point the kids were ready for more. Last
spring I made our first set of German conversation cards. It consisted of a family tree and various
family members (brother, sister, mom, dad, aunt, uncle and grandparents). We used these to practice
greetings and for basic conversations asking and answering questions like What's your name? How old
are you? Is this your aunt? etc. Wow! Having props absolutely transformed German for us. So this
summer, I made a half-dozen more sets. The kids have made amazing progress with these already.
We use this family set *every day* during our conversation practice... to talk about the weather, how
we're feeling, where we're from, what we're wearing, what we're up to and on and on! :)
Find out more about these here: German Conversation Cards (die Familie) or weather, days of the week,
seasons, and finally clothing card set.
These are sold separately or together in a bundle of three.

